High-School Supply List
Art: 8x10 or larger sketchbook, package of 4x6 unlined index cards, #2 pencils, 2 fine black Sharpies, 2 ultra-fine black
Sharpies, colored Sharpies, colored pencils, box of crayons, ruler, scissors, glue sticks/bottle glue, paint brushes
Advanced Art: 8x10 or larger spiral bound sketchbook, drawing pencil set, acrylic paint set (Michael’s or Joann’s or
Hobby Lobby have sets—look for coupons), Sharpies (Walmart), 4 large stretched canvas 20x24 and/or Home Depot
boards, paint brushes, collage materials
Algebra I: Pencil and erasers (NO assignment will be accepted in pen); dry erase markers; composition notebook for
taking notes (preferably grid instead of lined); loose-leaf lined and graph paper for completing homework; ruler or
other straightedge; graphing calculator (recommended calculators: TI-83 Plus or TI-84). NO SPIRAL NOTEBOOKS.
Algebra II: a graphing calculator, folder, pens or pencils, graphing and lined paper
American History: composition notebook for bellwork and a folder to store handouts (only to be used for American
History).
Anatomy: Folder, composition notebook, highlighters, index cards, colored pencils/crayons, pens, and pencils
Ballet: black tank leotard, pink tights, and ballet slippers. Notebook/folder, optional.
Band/Orchestra: Instrument and all accessories are the scholar’s responsibility. School instruments are very limited and
available on a first-come-first-served basis, with priority given to continuing scholars. See Mrs. Denny for specific
instruction manuals and individualized supply lists. All beginning scholars need Essential Elements Book 1 for their
instrument (gold/yellowish covers with close-ups of the instruments)
Woodwinds: instrument with case and proper cleaning items, saxophone and clarinet players need a full box of new
reeds, oboe players need 2-3 reeds, Pencil
Strings: instrument with case, bow, and proper cleaning items, shoulder rest, rosin, at least a full set of replacement
strings, preferably 2 E strings for violins and 2 A strings for cello or viola players (especially beginners), pencil
Brass: instrument with case and proper cleaning items, valve oil, slide grease, HS players should start building a
collection of mutes, Pencil
Percussion: 1-2 sets of snare sticks, practice pad, practice pad stand, pencil
AP Biology: composition notebook, highlighters, and calculator
Biology: binder/folder, loose-leaf paper, composition notebook, pens & pencils, highlighters, colored pencils, index
cards, calculator, Internet/computer access at home.
Calculus: A graphing calculator is essential for this course. Texas Instruments models: 83, 84, or Inspire are strongly
recommended. Any other models or brands are okay, but student must be very familiar with all their functions and be
able to use them without help. Separate notebook that is used only for math.
Chemistry: composition notebook, calculator, pens, and highlighters
Chemistry (AP): Chemistry (AP): composition notebook, 1/5-2” binder with dividers, highlighters, and calculator
Computers 1—1 Pen, black or blue ink, 1 Mechanical pencil with extra lead, 2 composition notebooks (1 per semester),
1 ScanDisk USB Flash Drive; 32GB or larger (These can be purchased at Walmart for less than $9), Personal bottle of
hand sanitizer
Computer Science (AP)-- pen/mechanical pencil with extra lead, 1 pen, black or blue ink, 1 Mechanical pencil with extra
lead, 2 composition notebooks; one per semester, 1 ScanDisk USB Flash Drive; 128GB or larger (these can be purchased
at Walmart for less than $20), 2 packages of praph paper (81/2 x 11); one per semester (these can be purchased at
Walmart for somewhere between $4 - $7), personal bottle of hand sanitizer

Conceptual Science (9th graders): binder/folder, loose-leaf paper, composition notebook, two colors of pens, pencils,
highlighters, colored pencils, index cards, tabbed dividers, calculator, graph paper, Internet/computer access at home
Dance I, II, and III: two pocket folder; girls: black, wide tank leotard and plain, black leggings; boys: plain, black pants
Digital Imaging: digital camera, sketchbook, memory card, USB drive, photo paper (we will talk about what brands in
class), computer to work with Photoshop, Lightroom, and/or Gimp.
Economics: colored pencils, rulers, highlighters, composition book, folder, pens, pencils, project supplies as needed
English: 1“ binder with lined paper for taking notes and organizing handouts, tab dividers, composition notebook
(college ruled), blue and black pens, pencils, an eraser, highlighters, post-it notes, index cards, folder, and colored
pencils.
French: binder and loose-leaf paper, spiral or composition notebook for notes, pens/pencils/red pen, dry erase marker
and cloth or an eraser.
Geometry: graphing calculator, protractor, compass, folder, pens or pencil, graphing and lined paper (something for
notetaking whether it’s a notebook or binder)
Government: composition book, folder, pens/pencils, coloring supplies, project supplies as needed
Organization and Leadership: composition notebook, erasable pens, (in blue or black AND red)
Percussion Ensemble: One pair of snare sticks, one practice pad for at-home practice.
Physics: Loose-leaf notebook paper (the kind that can be put into a three-ring binder), folder (or binder) with three-hole
clasps or rings, tabbed dividers (at least three) for the folder or binder, graph paper (either loose-leaf or bound) at least
as big as a composition notebook page, two different colors (at least) of dry-erase makers, graphing calculator Texas
Instruments models: 83, 84, or N-spire are strongly recommended. Two different colors of writing instruments for notetaking, writing assignments, and helping check other students’ work, index cards (3 x 5) blank on at least one side.
Pilates: Athletic pants and a t-shirt, lysol wipes. Notebook/folder, optional
Pre-Calculus: A graphing calculator is essential for this course. Texas Instruments models: 83, 84, or Inspire are strongly
recommended. Any other models or brands are okay, but student must be very familiar with all their functions and be
able to use them without help. Separate notebook that is used only for math.
Stagecraft: Full-size sketchbook
Spanish I and II: loose-leaf lined paper, 3-ring binder, 5 dividers with labels, black or blue pens, index cards
(recommended)
Trigonometry: A graphing calculator is essential for this course. Texas Instruments models: 83, 84, or Inspire are
strongly recommended. Any other models or brands are okay, but student must be very familiar with all their functions
and be able to use them without help. Separate notebook that is used only for math.
World History: Black or blue AND red pens, college-ruled lined paper, binder to save notes in, composition notebook,
colored pencils, highlighter, dry erase marker, glue stick, pencils
OPTIONAL SCHOLAR SUPPLY LIST
The following are suggested items that are always needed if you would like to donate to the school: dry erase markers,
boxes of Kleenex, hand sanitizer, paper towels, disinfectant wipes

